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SOMMER CABLE DMX cable 2x0.34 100m bk BINARY 234

Art. No.: 30307450
GTIN: 4049371002349

High-quality data cable

List price: 213.01 €
incl. 19% VAT.
Description:

Logistic

The BINARY 234 is an outstanding cable for the transmission of digital signals, format data 110
Ohm AES/EBU and DMX. It has 100 % shielding made of an aluminum-vaporized fleece and
copper spiral shielding and provides very good protection against electrical and magnetic
interference.
This cable ensures faultless data transfer over distances of up to 100 meters. With the BINARY
234 you are on the safe side.
The PUR-version is longitudinal water-tight up to a water pressure of 20 bar, i.e. water will not
penetrate.

EAN / GTIN: 4049371002349
Weight: 5,00 kg
Length: 0.23 m
Width: 0.23 m
Heigth: 0.15 m

Features:
-

AES/EBU- and DMX-conformant, highly flexible
Very good shielding through the use of copper spiral shielding and a fleece vaporized with
aluminum

-

Extremely robust with an especially strong jacket
Only a little more expensive than a standard microphone cable
For networking of scanners, lighting units, digital mixing boards, etc.
For connection of digital audio amplifiers, DAT-recorders, etc.
Suitable for outdoor use
Made in Europe

Technical specifications:
Cable construction:

2 x 0,34 mm² DMX wire
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Cable length:

100 m

Plug A:

1 x no connector/cable only

Plug B:

1 x no connector/cable only

Color:

Black

Weight:

4,70 kg
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